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ABSTRACT
A study of the compressive magnetoacoustic waves in a guiding
center plasma shows that the wave front that emerges from a point disturbance
after a finite time is a simple oblate spheroid with the axis of revolution
parallel to the field lines. Thus in a steady, three-dimensional supersonic
flow of guiding center plasma, a sin°pi: analytic expression can be obtained
to represent the characteristic surfaces. From a proper linear combination
of the governing macroscopic equations, fte characteristic equation is ob-o
twined. It represents the propagation of disturbances on the characteristic
surface. The characteristic theory can be used to study the interaction
of the solar wind with the moon and possibly with other planetary bodies.
r1. introduction
The main objective of this paper is to present the method of character; hies
for the steady, three-dimensional supersonic flow of o guiding center plasma.
When the Larmor radius of a co I I i sion less plasmas is very small com-
pared with the characteristic length of the flow (e.g., the linear dimension
of an obstacle in a supersonic flow), the plasma may be treated as a portly
microscopic and partly macroscopic guiding center plasma l a The motion of
the guiding center along a constraining field line is governed by a micro-
scopic kinetic equation which is only one dimensional (along the field line)
in the velocity space. While the motion of the field lines is governed by a
system of macroscopic equations.
The -magnetoacoustic waves and the characteristic equation for the
system of nonlinear macroscopic equations are studied. The dispersion re-
lation for the magnetoacoustic waves in a guiding center plasma is a quadratic.
The wave front that emerges from a point disturbance is a simple oblate spheroid
with the axis of revolution parallel to the field lines. Because of the simplicity
in the geometry of the wave front, the characteristic theory for supersonic
flow of,a guiding center plasma can be derived analytically.
The characteristic equation derived in this paper can be used to study
the interaction of the solar wind with the moon and possibly with other
planetary bodies.	 4
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Il., Guiding Center Plasma
Let v be the component of the guiding center velocity parallel to B
N the magnetic moment, and U. L
 the component of the guiding center velocity
perpendicular to B. The lowest-order guiding center theory i "5 shows that
^hd	 U	 /lMCEXSB2
where e,^ = B / B , Y = e, • v e , and the convective derivative
	
TVdt	 + U^ +ve,).p►
The kinetic equation for the guiding center distribution function
F(vi pr x i t) is6
(2)
+	 + v	 (41
t 	 •
V	 (3)
This equation governs the variation of the guiding center distribution function F
R
for each kind of particles. It indicates that F is not constant on the trajectory
of a guiding center in phase space.
The motion of the field lines is governed by the following three equations:
v, 8 _ a J	 ' (5)w
x
r3
and	 a(3 /a t +1'x(SKU)=0.
	
(6)
Here D/3:)t = blb► . + U -v j,P
	 P^ I + (pil_pi)e^e^ and I is the
is
unit dyadic. The displacement current has been dropped in the above equations.
Once the solution of the kinetic equation is known, the plasma density,
the parallel momentum and the pressure tensor can be calculated from the sum
of various moments over all kind of particles,
t m	 dtA dv,
^ UII _
	 hn V CA .4 d V
t.
Pu = ^. ^^ C v - Vu )Z F Ci ^A
and
P.^ = g '^ J F d JA &V ---
Let the subscript s denote the perpendicular part of a vector, i.e.
X^= (I- eje4) • X . Eq. (4) can be written as
QV g Q 1 __ 4'rl' 	 ^ 1
Mere 7A = (ei^/g)ef xDU/Dt , i4=(eP./B') x t7 g	 , ^R^(e
 Psi /g)e'xx^
and	 f M
	
^,: vx^e^ Qy/g) , they respectively represent the acceleration
drift current density, thi gradient drift current density, the curvature drift 	 •
current density and the magnetization current density derived from the first
t«
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ore ar guiding center theory. Thus the perpendicular part of the macroscopic
equation of motion (4) used to describe the motion of field lines is identical
with the perpendicular part of the curl B equation with the current density
term derived from the first order guiding center theory.
-1.....
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111. Guiding Center Kinetic Equation
Let the operator Z denote the time derivative following the trajectory
of a guiding center in phase space
.0 =-A- +(u j + v e I ) • v + t
from Eqs. (1) and (3) one obtains
From the two homogeneous Maxwell's equations (5) and (6), one can
write
R	 ,
and
Because a and U i are perpendicular vectors,
10
Substituting (10) into (9), one obtains
Ail a
Making use of (8) and (11), `and the fact that B is independent of v, the right
i
s4,
t	 6
hand side of (7) can be represented by (F/B)oO B. Eq. (3) can thus be reduced
to
This equation states that the ratio F/B is conserved following the trajectory of
a guiding center in phase space, in other words the guiding center plasma is
microscopically frozen into the field.
It can be shown that the lowest-order equation of the Chew-Goldberger-
Low theory7 for the Vlasov distribution function fo (v,s,x,t)'con also be reduced
to
f^ = O ,	 (13)
Here the independent variable s is the Larmor velocity of a charged particle.
Because the Vlasov distribution function f o is equivalent to mF/2nB, it is
not surprising that the guiding center theory and the Chew-Goldberger-Low
theory lead to the same microscopic equation (12).
V7
W Magnotoacoustic Waves
This section is concerned with the propagation of small disturbances from
a point source in a guiding center plasma. It is assumed that the plasma is
initially at rest and that Pj./B 2 is a constant. The latter is equivalent to the co`n6;nq4ion 4;
Macroscopic frozen-in condition, ?/B = constant, and Pj/V B = constant.
The wave motion is gc,verned by Eqs. (4) and (6). A cylindrical co-
ordinate system (r, x ,z) is chosen with its origin at the source point, and the
z-axis parallel to the undisturbed magnetic field Bo. Assuming that the wave
motion is axisymmetrical about the field line passing through the source point,
all physi cal properties are functions of r, z and t. If one writes
g_130 (e z +g')	 1(14)
then the governing equations may be reduced to a system of five linear equations.
It consists of two completely decoupled subsets:
a - a 0Ot
Aa d B,* G
at	 az	 •
and
r az ( r Ur	 at
r Sr	 at
a-- / rU -01a	 + bZ age - o
r *b t ` r^	 --"az	 a r	 •
(15)
(i6)
r8
Here	 Q2 
=gip'` - p„ + 	
°'"^d	 b2' CZ PA. +E ►AV)/e,	 (17)
The solution of the subset (15) represents the propagation of waves along
the magnetic field lineswith the modified Alfven speed a. One may call this mode
of wave propagation the transverse mode, or the rotational mode.
The solution of subset (16) represents the compressive mode of magneto-
acoustic waves. Assuming that all the perturbed quantities (rUr, Br, ,and BZ)
behave like exp i (k • r. -wk ). Then Eq. (16) can be reduced to three linear
homogeneous equations
kz Ur	 ,w grI = o
Lo Ur - a 2 k, 6r + bak-r6Z= o
The non-trivial solutions of (18) exist when
CM  - aa kzI - b = kr z =O ,	(19)
Let Cn denote the normal speed of wave propagation and An the angle of the
wave normal with 'respect to the magnetic field Bo.
CnZ	
w2/( kra + kz2 ,	 (20)
and	 '^-an ^ 	 kr kz ,	 (21)
Eq. (19) can be written as
r9
Cn z	 a 2 coos 29, + b z S in 3 9„ .
	 (22)
This shows that magnoi-oacoustic waves propagate along the magnetic field lines
with speed a, and across the field lines with speed b. A polar plot of this
equation is the normal s,'#aged locus which is shown in the loft hand part of
Figure I.
(Figu're 1)
The family of straight lines passing through each point P on the normal
speed locus and perpendicular to OP is described by
Cn = R s i n Oil ; Z Go 6,^	 (23) -
Substituting this into equation (22) to eliminate Cn, one obtains the parametric
representation of the family of straight lines
^vn en ►^ = R2 _ 62 4han
2
 8n + 2 R Z +.an 6„ + Z? qZ, = O, (24)
The characteristic locus is the envelope of this family of lines, it can be obtained
k;
b eIiminatin the, parameter tan 8 between Wan 8) = 0 and f ton Ay	 g	 pa	 n	 (	 n	 l (ton n) = 0.
The characteristic locus is a simple ellipse,
R '2/ bZ + Z ?-/Q2 = 	 (25)
This is plotted in the right hand part of Figure 1. It represents a three-dimensional
locus with rotational symmetry about the z-axis.
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The characteristic locus can be thought of as the wave front that emerges
from a point disturbance after a finite time. Thus the wave front of compressive
magnetoacoustic waves is a simple oblate spheroid with the axis of revolution
parallel to the magnetic field lines.
For magnetoacoustic waves in a Chew-Goldberger-Low fluid$ or in a
thermally isotropic magneto-fluid, the dispersion equations are biquadratic.
Their characteristic loci are represented by very complicated mathematical
expressions. In a Chew-Goldberger-Low fluid, the magnetoacoustic waves
propagate in directions perpendicular to the field at speed b. They propagate
along the field direction at two different speeds, a and (3P„/e )viz . In a
thermally isotropic magnetofluid, along the field direction magnetoacoustic
waves also propagate at two different speeds. The present theory shows that'
magnetoacoustic waves in a guiding center plasma are represented by a simple
quadratic dispersion relation, the waves propagate along the field direction at
only one speed (the modified Alfven speed a), and the geometry of the character-
istic locus can be represented by a much simpler algebraic equation.
rV. Steady-State Govern ing Equations
(Figure 2)
In a cortesian coordinate, the direction of the magnetic field vector B
can be represented by two angles qk and 8 as shown in Figure 2. The unit
vector e , can be expressed as
,e , =  -cos a cos 4o 2X -C-069  sin 0 2Y +sin 6 Sz .	(26)
Let e 2 denote the unit vector perpendicular to a and lying on the xy-co
ordinate plane (parallel to eZx e l ),
C? z	 s i n c, e x — cos c ► a	 (27)y.
Then one can obtain the third unit vector
e = e^ x n2
sin 6 cos c G x + sin 6 46 ey +cos 9 ez . (28)
In this section the steady, three-dimensional macroscopic equations are •
expressed in terms of the specially oriented coordinates (X,. X21 X3 ) defined
by 2 1 , e 2 and e 3 	 The magnetic field vector B is represented by B, '+ and A.
The two components of the perpendicular flow velocity y.. are denoted by U2
and U3.
The two components of the steady-state equation of motion (4) are
zb e3 . 9 ^n 8 + Z sine U • v cp' ^f- U U q2 e, •p p +
(29)
r12
and	 bZ ez • '-;;? n $ + r cos 0( U„ U - 4 Z e,) - U3 s iti 0 U 1. 1.7+
Here 
	 _ (1 + 4-W P,. % 82 )'1 is the magnetic permeability of the plasma.
The divergence of B equation (5) can be written as
e ' v zn g + cos 19 e2 • V40 + @3 • o e = O ,.	 (31)
The three components of the steady-state flux equation (6) are
Uj . v$n B +	 G( U2 e3 - Ua e^^•v0+ e2 , vU2 +e3 • vU u 0s (32)
( US x ih B e ^ + cas a U,) • 'D' ^ ^- e ^ • v Us = O ^	 (33)
(30)
F
and
U. In ei • v^O
	
VF) +A -VU.; = O•	 (34)TT
The above equations [(29) - (34)] govern the steady-state motion of
. 
	4 1t a
	
. 	 ' t.
magnetic field lines. The left hand sides of these equations consist of the deriva-
fives of a, 0, U2 and U3. The implicit presence of v PI on the right hand
side of Eqs. (29) and (30) are the only places where the derivatives of the macro-
scopic moments of F appear in the system of the governing macroscopic equations.
The equation of motion (29) and (30) can be written in a different
r13
form in terms of the total perpendicular pressure P, + 8'/eiT 	 , they are
Uz S in g U•0 +(U1, Ck 2 e`
 0 9 + U• OU,r
}	 _	 (3$)
and
cos 8 U11 U — 4 2e^	 U3 sin 6 U 1 • Q^ + V • O U;, =
(36)
i
i
rx
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VI. Theory of Characteristics
(a) Characteristic Surfaces
In a steady, three-dimensional supersonic flow, disturbances propagate
in the flow field on the characteristic surfaces. The characteristics equation
can be obtained from a proper linear combination of the governing equations,
it expresses the variation of macroscopic properties on the characteristic sur-
faces. This section deals with the analytical expression for the characteristic
surfaces corresponding to the compressive mode of the magnetoacoustic waves,
(Figure 3)
In a guiding-center plasma, a flow may be called supersonic if the flow
velocity satisfies the condition
11 Z/a Z +U.L2/b Z >^.
Consider a point P in the physical space of the supersonic flow field (Fig. 3).
Disturbances generated at P are carried to the downstream by the supersonic
plasma flow; in the meantimes, they also propagate outwards in an oblate
spheroidal wave front. Let PQ denote the fiow velocity U. Then the characteristic
surface	 at point P is the Mach cone with its apex at P and tangential to the
magnetoacoustic spheroid centered at Q
(Figure 4)
If one defines a new orthogonal coordinate system ( t ^ ^ Sao ^ I ) related
to the coordinate system (x,' , x  , x; ) by
0
r15
i
► = x ► /a^	 2 = xz/ b OF anat	 x, / b.	 (37)
The three components of the velocity vector in the new coordinate system are
u, = U 11 /Q,	 uz = Uz / b, qnd u 3 = Us / b •	 (38)
of
The image of the magnetoacoustic spheroid center at Q in the ^-space is a unit
sphere centered at Q'. Thus the image of 2 in the -space is a right cir-
cular cone 2 (Fig. 4), having P' as its vertex, the vector u (P'Q') as its
axis and its generatrices inclined to the vector u at an angle
v = sin ` ► (^ /+^^,
The analytic expression for the right circular cone is
CU 2., 1 )( ^ - 'P)2- [ u • ( — P)I2 = o,	 (39)
--
The normal vector I to ^^ can be represented by the equation
Making use of Eqs. (37) and (38) and taking x = 0 at the point P, the
analytic expression for the characteristics surfaces 	 can be determined,
U 11 U. X?
 X 22 ,
x3
^ 
USX: U: Xz  Ub	 3 x3 Za	 b	 b	 b	 b
4 16
00
Let g be a vector normal to S in x, , xZ , x3 -coordinate, g and 'q
are related by
'?	
'1 z : ,^ 3 = g 9, b92 :  b 33 	 (42)
From Eqs. (38), (40) and (42), one can obtain the analytic expression for the	 •
norma I vector g,
(9 • ^^ )2 - a2 g , 2 - b= 9z - b`C3 no.	 (43)
From this equation, one can solve for 9 1 as a function of 92 and 93,
9	 - 
Uu C 92 U2 t 9a U3) f
v u Z ' az
or	 (44)
9
b2( 9
2 + 93 j - C 9Z U2 + 9a U 3 )Z
t-'
	
U11 C 9= U2 + 93 U3	 'C
where
IA2
'L = [a2 C 9z U2 + 9s U3 )2 + b=(91+,92)(  U,Z— a^)^	 (.45)
For given ratio of 92 to 93, one can calculate the normal direction of the
characteristic surface	 from Equation (44) .
(b) The Compatibility Re lation
Multiplying Eq. (29) by 93 , Eq. (30) by g2, Eq. (3i) by :Ft - UII (2. WD
Eq. {32) by -(g • U,,), Eq. (33) by 92U I1 , and Eq. (34) by -g 3Uy^ , and summing
their results, one obtains an equation of the following form,
Vr
A
1	 17
i
A,•v kn B + A 2 4 	 + A  - ve ♦+ A4 •v U2 +A b •v U3 = N 	 (46)."	 „- 3	 ^-
E}iI
•
1
Here	 A,=	 ze i --C9 • U^)U + b z (9,e z +9; e s ),	 (47)
0
}
A2= cos8[9^(UN^-Q'^) e^	 z e Z + Uu U3 (9zes " S ala) + 92 UN VA.] +
+s `
", 6 Ui C 9 a-9a2 3 % (48)s -z   ►
A
	 = 9 3 CU,2 —Qy) e , +293 Uit V2 es + Lr *'t+UIi (Saul "9Zu2e3 ^ (49)
r
U3	 z e a — g3 ez	 (50)Aa =	 ^9
 w
As	 U= C93,, - 92 eN ),	 (51)
,
and	 H = -(	 ?X'93 e3+gae2	 "q7(I
	
(52)8 =/4'^	 (
Making use of Eq. (44) 	 it can be shown that
g . A . = O	 (	 = ^^ 2, .•.^ S^ • 	 (53)
}	 Thus the vectors A • are all parallel to the characteristics surfaces	 The left
hand side of Eq. (46) consists of only derivatives tangential to the characteristic
surface	 Eq. ,(46) governs the propagation of disturbances on the characteristic
surface S . , it may be called the compatibility relation.	 On the right hand side
LL
of Eq. (46) there is a source term H, which expresses that disturbances are genera-
,y	 ted (or dissipated) in a plasma in the region where the magnetic permeability pm
is not uniform.	 This source mechanism or dissipative mechanism is directly related
II
t
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to the diamagnetic effect of plasmas.
(c) Two-dimensional Case
Let 93 = 0, U3 0 and 6 = 0. Eq. (44) reduces to
9. <Q''UzZ b2 U,j a - Q = 6 2'1 /7 r u11 UZ
9 z
	
Vua _ Q
..	 bZ - U2
U11 UZ t (c z U ZZ + bZ U "2. az V ) `/
Thus, for two-dimensional case the characteristic surface reduces to a family of
two characteristic curves. The compatibility relation (46) becomes
where
L ` ^ UuUs . ^eU= +VU j Z_C12V ,^/ZJei + ^ U,2_ ba ) x;
and	 M.~ = (aZ- U,12 ) e I +^ (a2 UZ +bZ U„^_Qz 6Z^ 	 Uu UZ I e Z
The two-dimensional characteristic equations have been used to study the
interaction of the solar wind with the moon 9,10 . The theoretical results^calcu-
laced from the characteristic theory, are in good agreement with the experimental
results observed from a Lunar orbiting spacecraft. Experimental data also have com-
firmed the anisotropy of wave propagation in the solar wind plasma 11 . The ob
-served ratio between the wave speed transverse to the field and that along the
field direction is about 1 .4 in the solar wind.
(54)
(55)
r{
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1/11. Compatibility Relation for Rotational Motile
The rotational mode of disturbances propagates in a flowing guiding
center plasma along the field line with the modified Alfven speed a, in the
meantime rotational disturbances are carried by the plasma flow to the
downstream with velocity U. The characteristics curves corresponding to this
mode of wave propagation can be represented by their tangential vectors
U+ae ►
(56)
Compatibility relations can be obtained from linear combinations of the steady-
state governing equations.
Multiplying Eq. (33) by :F ra, and adding its result to Eq. (36), one
obtains
C^ U it + 4^ 5 8 - U3 Sin A, C t `O i° C.-Vu.
(57)
= --C 1/0 ez •V( Qi+ 62%8•rr).
Similarly, multiplying Eq. (34) by * a, and adding its result to Eq. (35), one ob-
tains
Uz Sin6 C } • 0cp + ( U11 v q) S t . p9 + C * •Q V3
On the left hand side of these compatibility relations, there are only differentiations
in directions of the characteristic curves, c + and c
..
i
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FIGUPE CAPTIONS
4
Figure 1	 The normal speed locus is ;dotted in the left hand part. The heavy
k
line in tho right hand part shows that the characteristic locus of
magnetoacoustic waves in a guiding center plasma is a simple
ellipse.
Pigure 2	 Representation of the magnetic field vector B by B, $ and 8.
x
Figure 3
	
	 The characteristic surface at point P is a Mach cone with its
apex at P and tangential to the magnetoacoustic spheroid centered
at Q.
z
Figure 4
	
	 In the ^ `-space the image of the characteristic surface is a
right circular cone.
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